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IN TROD U CT ION-PREF ACE 

In 2013 our founder/director had accomplished a mission of over a 

year, sourcing, testing and scrutinising human hair extensions to find 

the best quality for the best price. What she didn't know is the 

mission was not accomplished at all it had only just begunl 

Now Routes has become a company of incredibly talented and 

dedicated people with a range of knowledge and skills doing amazing 

things and taking Routes to new places. 

You may notice the title of this handbook is "Routes Colleague hand 

book" and the word ·colleague· mentioned many times across this 

booklet. This is because everyone may have differing roles and yes 

there is management in place but we are all treated with the same 

level of respect. Rachel the director will speak of you as her 

colleague not her employee. 

This handbook is designed to introduce new colleagues in our core 

principles and although these principles are very important it's what 

you as an individual brings to our company that is of the highest 

importance. Welcome to Routes - enjoy the ridel 







KEY VALUES OF A 

ROUTES COLLEAGUE 

COLLABORATIVE 

Work together e communicate well. 

COMMITMENT 

From the moment we hired you we were committed to building with you 

a long term niche within Routes for you. You also need to have the 

commitment to build that with us to see it through. 

HIGH PERFORMANCE 

Self explanatory. This is the part where only you are in control of your 

career. 

PASSION 

When your passionate about your work you revel in it - it becomes 

funl 

CURIOSITY 

We never stop learning and growing. The moment you stop being 

curious to learn more is the moment you stop growing and the only 

way is down. 

INNOVATIVE 

Search for a better solution. then top itl Whatever we do we should 

do it better than out competitors and better than we have done in the 

past. 

SELFLESSNESS 

You seek what is best for Routes not yourself or your team and you 

make time to help others. You are egoless when searching for the best 

ideas. 























WHERE WILL YOU 

TAKE us? 

Routes is an ever changing and evolving company and 

you are going to change it for the better. We can ·t wait to 

see what valuable input you make to our team and how 

your going to improve our core business. 

Whether it ·s new ways of bringing exceptional customer 

service, new systems in place to make our day easier or 

new ways to give added value to our customers. We are 

exited and you should be too as it's a roller coaster 

journey but we are all on it together. 






